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Introduction

Fast Distribution, Inc. is an organization with a diverse range of customers situated not only in
America but also Canada & Mexico. Due to the continued successful operations of the company
it has benefited from a recent listing on the New York Stock Exchange as well as being profiled in
Fortune magazine .

Figures of 8% have been achieved year on year  and 1 ( \, and ) it is thanks to such excellent growth
results that the profile of the company has been raised significantly with specific attention paid to the
management and operational structure as to how such compelling business performance has been
maintained .

Writing issues in this paragraph:
1 No comma before coordinating conjunction.

There are  however 2 several internal issues which need to be addressed in order for the
Information System implementation to be  managed going 3 ( managed to go ) forward given that
there has been a spate of recent security incidents as well as cyber-attacks which have not only
caused significant damage to the reputation of FDI in the eyes of its customers but also required a
significant portion of IT time and resources in order to address these issues each time .

Writing issues in this paragraph:
2 Comma-mark missing where expected.

3 Verb should be followed by an infinitive, not by a gerund.

It is  therefore 4 expedient to analyze the current implementation of security policies and
procedures alongside the manner in which the IT infrastructure is maintained so that it is possible
to provide a baseline of risks and areas where the confidentiality, integrity and availability of such
information may be vulnerable to either internal or external sources .

Writing issues in this paragraph:
4 Comma-mark missing where expected.

Ultimately the aim will be to ensure that :

i. Fast Distribution, Inc. will use the best technology and configurations that are available in order to
guarantee secure and highly available customer services

ii 5 ( vii, dii ) 6 ( Ii ) . The implementation of all Information Systems and the ongoing use of IT will be
maintained in the most efficient and effective manner regarding costs , budgets and personnel with
the critical concern of security and business continuity being paramount .

Writing issues in this paragraph:
5 Spelling
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6 Review this sentence for capital letters.

Analysis of Risks

Risks within FDI will be determined through a comparative appraisal whereby the current
operational policies and procedures will be audited in order to determine the possibility of any
potential risk . In the situation whereby a risk is determined then industry standard practices (NIST,
2012) will be applied in order to rank them based on the attached table :

Risk Category

Determining Factors

Critical

Security vulnerability that poses a severe or catastrophic impact

· Complete loss of capability for any of the organization ’s primary functions

· Major damage to organizational assets

· Major financial loss

· Severe harm to individuals

High

Security vulnerability that poses a potentially severe impact

· Severe degradation or loss of any of the organization ’s primary functions

· Major damage to organizational assets

· Major financial loss

· Severe harm to individuals

Medium

Security vulnerability that poses potentially serious impact

· Significant degradation in the organization ’s ability to provide primary functions

· Significant damage to organizational assets

· Significant financial loss

· Significant harm to individuals

Low

Security vulnerability that poses potentially limited impact

· Reduction in the effectiveness of the organization ’s primary functions

· Minor damage to organizational assets

· Minor financial loss

· Minor harm to individuals

Existing Network Topology
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The 9th floor Data Center can be considered the core of the FDI network and it is this where the
critical business applications , services and information are located .  In addition 7 ( In addition
\ ) there are 81 remote facilities comprising the various warehouses required by the business
operations . Each of these warehouses is connected to the corporate data center through Frame
Relay networks to provide an overall connected infrastructure with customers accessing business
solutions through a DMZ-based FTP server.

Writing issues in this paragraph:
7 Comma-mark missing where expected.

The majority of the data processing is handled by dual IBM System/390 mainframes which are
responsible for all financial functions . E-mail, File storage and HR systems are all managed through
a microcomputer cluster while a proxy server provides centralized Internet access for the corporate
headquarters and all 81 connected warehouses .  In addition to this hardware and infrastructure
which is under the direct control of FDI 8 ( In addition to this hardware and infrastructure which is
under the direct control of FDI\ ) there are web server and e-commerce functions which are hosted
by an external party .

Writing issues in this paragraph:
8 Comma-mark missing where expected.

While this implementation provides the broad level of features and functionality that is
required for FDI there are clearly issues which need to be further identified and analyzed
in order to determine the overall security implementation and where there is scope for
improvement . 9

Writing issues in this paragraph:
9 Comma-mark missing where expected.

Security Vulnerabilities

There have been several network intrusions as part of a multitude of security attacks that have
affected FDI and also been widely publicized .   In order to understand the reasons behind why
such attacks were able to target FDI with such relative ease then we can identify the network
issues involved and quantify the relative risk in the availability of such vulnerabilities. 10 11

Writing issues in this paragraph:
10 Comma-mark missing where expected.

11 Wrong sequence of tenses with independent clause in past tense.

Network issues

The core network infrastructure within FDI is based on a logical and sound basis of the various
technologies involved –  however 12 ( however\ ) there does seem to be an under appreciation for
the legacy nature of some of the methods which are used in the delivery of network transmissions
and data between any of the connected endpoints.
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Writing issues in this paragraph:
12 Comma-mark missing where expected.

We can  therefore 13 categorize the risks to the network and underlying Information Systems
accordingly :

Writing issues in this paragraph:
13 Comma-mark missing where expected.

Encryption

While there is a frame relay connection between each of the remote sites and the corporate
headquarters there is no encryption on the communications which are relayed between
each of these locations and the main data center . 14 The purpose of the Frame Relay network
is to provide private point-to-point communications   but 15 ( \, but ) 16 ( \, but ) it would also be
beneficial to utilize an encryption method as well  to further ensure 17 the security of any data
that is transmitted  were 18 ( where ) it intercepted in some way . This could also be viewed as an
opportunity to introduce further flexibility of services through the provision of dedicated remote
access services as well to allow for a more flexible and mobile workforce who are able to stay
connected from any Internet based connection .

Writing issues in this paragraph:
14 Comma-mark missing where expected.

15 Comma-mark missing where expected.

16 No comma before coordinating conjunction.

17 Infinitive verb split by modifier.

18 Commonly confused words

The use of  site 19 ( the site ) to site VPN’s using  IPSEC 20 ( IPSE, IPSEN ) connections for security
and encryption would allow for a more cost effective network implementation and in conjunction with
further network improvements would ensure that availability and performance issues can also be
addressed .

Writing issues in this paragraph:
19 Review this sentence for article use

20 Spelling

Network Intrusion

This is one of the most high-profile areas of concern that has already been highlighted by the
internal IT team and the network personnel that  is 21 ( are ) available to them. Directly following
the increase in the organizational exposure with the magazine feature and successful results there
has been a corresponding spike in the quantity of traffic that is entering the DMZ and the corporate
network . Such a  marked 22 ( market ) data increase may be explicable   but 23 ( \, but ) 24 ( \,
but ) it will depend on the exact content of the specific network packets and their source in order to
determine the exact criticality of the security risk .

Writing issues in this paragraph:
21 Verb does not agree with subject.
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22 Commonly confused words

23 Comma-mark missing where expected.

24 No comma before coordinating conjunction.

This also underlines a further risk within the FDI organization - that of a fragmented and disparate
organizational structure when it comes to IT - where there is a concerted lack of resources and
equipment with which  to fully analyze 25 and document the exact nature of this network traffic .

Writing issues in this paragraph:
25 Infinitive verb split by modifier.

As the organization is geared around a model of continual growth 26 then the reason for the
current increase in network traffic should be determined as a matter of priority .  As such there is
a need to increase the personnel available within IT and ensure that adequate budgets are
provided for network monitoring and analysis equipment . 27

Writing issues in this paragraph:
26 Comma-mark missing where expected.

27 Comma-mark missing where expected.

While internal discussions are still ongoing as to the plans already envisaged to further
outsource IT Security and Network operations this should be evaluated in the context of
increases in network traffic and the probability that as the organization grows it will naturally
become more of an attractive target for security attacks and denial of network services . 28 
Therefore 29 ( Therefore\ ) an outsourced strategy may take away some of the immediacy available
with a properly resourced IT team and the decision along with any potential cost benefits should be
taken with a full awareness of the facts involved . Given that there have already been several issues
raised in terms of network performance and the availability of critical applications and services from
remote sites  then 30 ( than )  the need 31 ( need ) to protect the network and available bandwidth is
even more critical than before .

Writing issues in this paragraph:
28 Comma-mark missing where expected.

29 Comma-mark missing where expected.

30 Commonly confused words

31 Review this sentence for article use

Cloud Computing

Similarly , cloud computing as a  notion 32 ( nation ) is one of the areas where the CEO feels
that she can achieve strategic and security capabilities immediately and at vastly reduced costs
than current local implementations or improvements . Given the comprehensive nature of this risk
assessment then it is necessary that such solutions are evaluated as to their potential security
vulnerabilities and the disadvantages which may be present so that a balanced and appraised view
can be taken as to whether outsourcing and such systems  could 33 actually expose FDI to further
security issues .

Writing issues in this paragraph:
32 Commonly confused words
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33 Review your work for missing verbs.

With such an important element of the business to consider  then 34 ( than ) 35 any decision
should be taken with the best long-term benefits of the organization in mind rather than
solely focusing on short-term cost benefits . 36

Writing issues in this paragraph:
34 Commonly confused words

35 Comma-mark missing where expected.

36 Comma-mark missing where expected.

Any outsourced solution would need to be delivered as part of a comprehensive service
level agreement (SLA) and also include detailed reporting requirements in order to allow FDI
management to ascertain the current status of any issues . A move to any outsourced technologies
will potentially increase the surface area for security based attacks and can effectively duplicate
the networking and security infrastructure which can only serve to increase vulnerabilities if not
managed in the correct manner .

If such a situation was to occur   then 37 ( than ) 38 the primary functions of the business
could be severely impacted  and 39 ( \, and ) this in turn could lead to further reputation
issues with any loss of  availability 40 ( the availability ) or security concerns with customer
facing practices . 41 42

Writing issues in this paragraph:
37 Commonly confused words

38 Adverb incorrectly positioned between verb and its direct object.

39 No comma before coordinating conjunction.

40 Review this sentence for article use

41 Comma-mark missing where expected.

42 Wrong verb tense or verb form in mixed unreal conditional clause.

Network Performance

Alongside the other issues identified there is clearly a performance issue within the network
implementation which can only be exacerbated with further organizational growth and
an increased demand for data. 43 While storage capacities and technologies are relatively
inexpensive to increase and maintain , the network equivalent can be costly and prohibitive in terms
of gaining further bandwidth and optimizing areas of network saturation .

Writing issues in this paragraph:
43 The subject in your sentence may be omitted.

One of the ways in which this could be alleviated within the remit of existing technologies would be
to ensure that the VLAN configuration within the network topology is compatible with appropriate
Quality of Service (QoS) configurations . Once implemented then this could be used to prioritize the
highly critical data connectivity to the System 390 solution .

Conclusion

Having determined the security vulnerabilities  within the FDI structure 44 ( within the FDI structure
\ ) they can be categorized as per NIST standards below :
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Writing issues in this paragraph:
44 Comma-mark missing where expected.

Vulnerability

Risk

Factors

Encryption

HIGH

Frame Relay connectivity to be amended with encrypted site to site  IPSEC 45 ( IPSE, IPSEN )
VPN topology.  This will ensure that if any information was to be intercepted it would not be
readable . 46

Writing issues in this paragraph:
45 Spelling

46 Wrong verb tense or verb form in mixed unreal conditional clause.

Network Performance

HIGH

Current levels of network utilization are causing loss of service issues to many remote sites –
ultimately if uncorrected this will result in impact on business operations and  therefore 47 growth .

Writing issues in this paragraph:
47 Comma-mark missing where expected.

Network Intrusion

MEDIUM

Increase in network traffic .

Source to be ascertained .

Packet investigation required .

Further analysis could reveal a HIGH or even CRITICAL risk .

Cloud Computing

LOW

Potential strategy , security risks have to be carefully considered .

Management of Security Risks

With the successful identification of several security risks , the next step is to outline how they can
be mitigated and managed in order to ensure that any potential vulnerabilities or security issues
are corrected as rapidly as possible . Crucially, all possible steps must be taken to deliver an
overall solution where the crucial three tenets of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability cannot be
impacted by any known security vulnerability.

Encryption
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The encryption of network traffic between each of the remote sites and the corporate data center
will go a long way to providing evidence as to the seriousness with which FDI takes its security
responsibilities . While the risk of such data being intercepted and viewed may not be immediately
apparent , this issue must be approached from the standpoint of an organization which has already
lost considerable credibility due to the prevalence of security issues and cyber-attacks with which it
has become associated in recent years .

Network Performance

To perform the business functions which are essential to ongoing sales and growth
expectations the current network implementation cannot be left without significant
reconfiguration to remove the risk of latency and performance issues which have already
begun to cause service and application issues at several remote sites . 48  QoS will allow for
this to be alleviated   but 49 ( \, but ) 50 ( \, but ) there can also be a coherent strategy involving
network monitoring to ensure that the maximum available bandwidth is always delivered
where it is required . 51  This also falls under the remit of IT resourcing as a comprehensively
staffed IT department will be able  to proactively engage 52 with network issues rather than
being purely reactive. 53

Writing issues in this paragraph:
48 Squinting modifier

49 Comma-mark missing where expected.

50 No comma before coordinating conjunction.

51 Squinting modifier

52 Infinitive verb split by modifier.

53 Wrong sequence of tenses with independent clause in past tense.

Network Intrusion

The surge in data experienced within the DMZ and corporate networks have to be analyzed and
determined in respect of their actual purpose . Once this is known then further actions can be
planned and taken where necessary  but 54 ( \, but ) the steps required to achieve this will also
provide a comprehensive hardening of the FDI security infrastructure through the adoption of
Intrusion Detection & Prevention solutions which will assist with complex network monitoring and
analysis in real-time.

Writing issues in this paragraph:
54 No comma before coordinating conjunction.

It is possible that there is a targeted reason as to why such an increase in network traffic has been
seen  but 55 ( \, but ) the logical conclusion of an organization which has previously been vulnerable
to security attacks and their having an increased profile is that a range of targeted security attacks
has been triggered.

Writing issues in this paragraph:
55 Comma-mark missing where expected.

This may then be a key influence in whether decisions are furthered in terms of utilizing further
outsourced vendors to provide security and management functions . There are clear advantages
to be gained from outsourced solutions but cost should not be used as a determining factor , and
should be borne in mind against potential compensation costs for any security breaches that may
be the result of an incoherent strategy .
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The deployment and utilization of on-site networking equipment will allow the whole organization to
benefit from a proactive monitoring solution which will further allow IT personnel to provide business
support rather than keeping the lights running .

Cloud Computing

While any such deployment can be considered theoretical there is a great deal that needs
to be considered in terms of potential security concerns and how they could be alleviated
if required . 56 As previously outlined , there would be a corresponding increase in the attack
surface area due to the abundance of virtual infrastructure that would be deployed  but 57 ( \, but )
there are also considerable concerns as to how the data involved would be secured , not only the
infrastructure .

Writing issues in this paragraph:
56 Comma-mark missing where expected.

57 No comma before coordinating conjunction.

With the need to access data and information  then 58 ( than ) the cloud based 59 solution would
need to ensure that a segregation policy was in place so that there is no possibility of interference
from other systems located in the same infrastructure deployment. Data in this location would also
need to be encrypted as a security concern and in line with network security processes this would
have to be applied against all available data states :

Writing issues in this paragraph:
58 Commonly confused words

59 Comma-mark missing where expected.

· Data at Rest

· Data in Motion

· Data in Process

With a varied dispersion of locations for critical business and customer data then encryption
requires more configuration than on a conventional local storage solution .

Instead of encryption applying to specific files or folders within an operating system environment
there should be an application of Full Disk Encryption (FDE) within an entire virtualized system .

It is more difficult to ensure that Data in Motion and Data in Process are delivered through an
encryption mechanism via SSL/TLS security models although even with these implementations the
network transmissions are essentially decrypted through secure endpoints.  For FDI to be able
to consider any cloud based technology or outsourced solution there would need to be a
specific encryption standard applied – homomorphic encryption – which allows for  the
access 60 ( access ) and modification of data yet remaining encrypted. 61

Writing issues in this paragraph:
60 Review this sentence for article use

61 Comma-mark missing where expected.

With the guaranteed delivery of such a solution 62 ( With the guaranteed delivery of such a
solution\ ) this would allow FDI to pursue such solutions with confidence that the security risks have
been minimized .
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Writing issues in this paragraph:
62 Comma-mark missing where expected.

Conclusion

It is apparent that FDI faces a crucial decision regarding their current IT strategy and security
model . A broadly working network implementation does not appear to have the trust of executive
management  and 63 ( \, and ) as such minimal resources are being applied to maintaining and
supplementing current systems due to a belief that costs are excessive .

Writing issues in this paragraph:
63 No comma before coordinating conjunction.

As a result 64 ( As a result\ ) security and performance issues are beginning to impact on
daily business operations and services which is further prompting management 65 led
discussions as to outsourcing and 3rd party solutions off-site. Consequently there is an air of friction
within the organization as further cuts are proposed in IT staffing and resources .

Writing issues in this paragraph:
64 Comma-mark missing where expected.

65 Comma-mark missing where expected.

However , it is apparent that the current understaffing of IT is showing a clear problem in terms of
how the business can cope with issues as and when they occur . The increase in external network
traffic cannot properly be evaluated without a comprehensive IT strategy in place  and 66 ( \, and )
this will ultimately deliver a more efficient and effective network implementation to further growth
and sales  expectactions 67 ( expectations, expectation, expect actions ) .

Writing issues in this paragraph:
66 No comma before coordinating conjunction.

67 Spelling

These are the goals which both IT and the organization are seeking to achieve , and while there
is an acknowledgement that Information Technology presents a differentiating factor the current
impasse is preventing these from being worked towards in the most efficient and effective manner .

Based on the available information , FDI should implement the following as a matter of urgency and
postpone any further outsourcing or IT changes while their proactive steps outlined are undertaken :

· Deploy IDS/IPS devices across the network

· Provide further resources to IT to track and monitor the network

· Reconfigure network to provide QoS for business critical applications

Cost savings can be quantified through the improved performance of the global network
and also the reduction in security issues that is possible with a proactive and  resourced 68

( resource ) security team on-site and working towards the same strategic objectives as the
rest of the organization . 69

Writing issues in this paragraph:
68 Commonly confused words
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69 Verb tenses on both sides of coordination conjunction are incompatible (do not make
chronological sense).
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